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“ Dear, those who have attained to faith, make patient and your pray as your savior. Indeed, 
Allah is always woth those who are patient” 
(Q.S Al-Baqarah: 153) 
 
“If Allah knows any good in your hearts, he will give you something better than what has 
been taken from you” 
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In this era of globalization, gender has become inherent in human life. Indirectly, the 
environment enlarges and shapes humans to act and have character following the demands of 
gender that have been constructed since before birth. Gender stereotypes of men and women 
are sensitive and have a huge impact on our society. Warmth and concern for others are 
ascribed to women, while personality traits of assertiveness and competitiveness are ascribed 
to men.  
 
The purpose of this research is to find out how the gender stereotype shown in the film 
Brave toward Princess Merida as a main character, the effect of gender stereotype faced by 
Princess Merida and how Princess Merida overcome gender streotype. Brave film is the latest 
animated princess film created by Pixar Animation Studio and Walt Disney Pictures. There 
have been criticisms that this film brings out the female stereotype behind the unfeminine 
princess character. 
 
The research used a qualitative method and the data taken from watching Brave film 
repeatedly, reading the script capturing certain scenes, browsing and collecting data. The object 
of this study is Brave film. Considering the purpose of the study, the researcher used an 
objective approach to find the purposes of gender stereotype in Brave film. To get the data,  
researcher watched the video and taking the dialogue and scene related to the study’s purposes 
represents gender stereotypes and overcomes gender stereotypes.  
 
The researcher found that through the Brave film, Disney depicts a different gender 
princess than before. Merida's character as a princess is represented as brave, boyish, rebellious, 
hasty, and decisive. Her mother, who opposes her behaviour tries to change Merida. Facing her 
mother's treatment, Merida becomes rebellious and wants to change her destiny and even dares 
to break the traditions of her kingdom. Brave film builds a different perception of the Disney 
princess image by making Merida a better and stronger role model for young girls or women. 
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